
Public Fund "ITeachMe"
competence
development center



We create equal opportunities and
explore the potential of each individual
by connecting people in teaching them
modern skills and inspiring them to be
the best version of themselves. 
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The 
fund's
successes:



- people with disabilities

- youth considered orphans

- teenagers from low-income

families

- those who wish to complete

programs without financial help
 

Our target
audience:



SDG 4
providing an opportunity of barrier and cost-free professional education in
the digital sphere for our target audience;
helping decrease gender inequality, as well as inequality for vulnerable
populations;
creating accessibility for all people with special learning needs during their
participation in our projects (sign language, subtitles, etc);
providing our target audience with professional development and helping
them become employed.

 We contribute to the implementation of SDG's goals by: 



STEAM

Scratch

Sketching

Mobilography

online-school for vocational guidance
for teenagers with special educational
needs 
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center for competence
development

Soft skills

Hard skills

help entering
workforce

integration into society

ITeachMe

Level 2



12% - do not have a high school
education

50% -  do not have basic IT skills 

72% - want to attain IT skills

82% - are willing to hire people with
disabilities 
87% - are sure that soft skills are
necessary 
70% - find that the most important
criteria for employment is the ability to
be a "fast-learner" 

company
represetatives surveys

Statistics for the need for
digital skills of people

with disabilities
Employers' expectations

702 102people with
disabilities surveyed



ITeachMe 5.0
UI/UX Design

Mobilography

Graphic Design

Motion Design 

Social Media Management +
CopywritingPrograms



Business sector
escorts 
Interactions with
government
bodies 



iteachme.kz

@iteachme.kz

fb.com/Iteachme.kz 
iteachme2020@gmail.com

Our contacts:


